Motivated by economic-theory concepts-the Fisher hypothesis and the theory of the term structure-we consider a small set of simple bivariate closed-loop time-series models for the prediction of price inflation and of long-and short-term interest rates. The set includes vector autoregressions (VAR) in levels and in differences, a cointegrated VAR, and a non-linear VAR with threshold cointegration based on data from Germany, Japan, UK, and the U.S.
Introduction
We consider a hypothetical forecaster whose information set is restricted to time series of two interest rates at different maturities and a rate of price inflation at a quarterly frequency. Her task is to generate predictions of the three variables that are as close to the realized values as possible. Her toolbox consists of four bivariate time-series models, three linear models and a nonlinear structure. Primarily we focus on the task of selecting the best pure model but we also consider the possibility of combining several candidates.
The forecaster's choice of the four candidates is inspired by economic theory, namely the Fisher hypothesis and the theory of the term structure. In their econometric interpretation, these concepts translate into stationary differences between any two of the variables, while the variables themselves are often considered as first-order integrated (I(1))-a cointegrated system (see Engle and Granger, 1987) . This paper investigates the extent to which these theoretical concepts are able to assist the forecaster.
Particularly the idea of cointegration among interest rates at different maturities has been supported by the seminal contribution of Campbell and Shiller (1987) . It also appears as a building block of many current macroeconomic models. For a critique of this approach, see for example Malliaropulos (2000) who views inflation as well as interest rates as trendstationary but subject to rare trend breaks. For a forecaster, however, such concepts are unattractive as they require a prediction of the timing of the breaks. We confine ourselves to time-homogeneous models exclusively.
We contrast the error-correction model (EC-VAR in short) with three other time-series models of comparable complexity. A simple VAR in levels expresses the possibility that all variables are stationary in a longer-run perspective. This view is not implausible, given the observation that both interest rates and rates of inflation remain in a bounded region over time spans of several decades. Second and conversely, a VAR in differences underscores the short-run nature of the variables that may be reminiscent of random walks or at least of first-order integrated series, while it deliberately ignores the equilibrium restrictions imposed by the Fisher effect and the mean-reverting term structure. As a stark contrast and some kind of freakish alien, we construct a threshold VAR as the fourth candidate. It behaves like the EC-VAR in the distributional center of the variables but changes to the stable VAR in its outer region, for unusually high or low rates of interest and of inflation. At the outset, we conjectured that this model, globally stable according to statistical theory but locally unstable, might capture most features of time-series behavior that we observe in the data. Threshold models of similar type were suggested by Balke and Fomby (1997) , although with a slightly different view of the corridor problem. Their model cointegrates but ignores small deviations from long-run equilibrium paths. Our model cointegrates in the corridor, i.e. in the center, but develops a globally stable regime in its tails.
We emphasize that we do not intend to prove or disprove economic theories. The mentioned concepts-the Fisher effect and the term structure-are far more flexible than our simple time-series models and allow for longer-run variation in term premia as well as in 'natural' real rates. They also may be designed to hold contingent on exogenous environment designs and political circumstances, which is a view that we rule out in 'closed-loop' modelling, as we think it gets too arbitrary in a prediction evaluation. However, the models we use are simplified and not uncommon operational counterparts of these theoretical ideas. In short, the theory may hold for whatever model of our foursome that comes out best in the prediction evaluation. Moreover, we do not even intend to find true or valid models. As we set out above, incorrect models can be excellent forecasting 'workhorses', while correct parametric models fitted to samples of finite length may yield disappointing forecasting performance. The mismatch of statistical in-sample evidence and of forecasting performance has repeatedly inspired the literature. Recently, it was picked up in noteworthy contributions by Granger (2005) and by Armstrong (2007).
Our test data are samples over several decades on Germany, Japan, UK, and the U.S. These are four major economies of widespread relevance, and results on them may be viewed as role-model cases. The samples cover the episode of high inflation and interest following the OPEC shocks of the 1970s and are therefore representative of the typical behavior over longer time spans that will always show calm 'textbook' phases and 'wild' episodes that do not correspond to textbook wisdom.
There is no universally accepted technique for model selection with the aim of forecasting. Statistical in-sample techniques may be inadequate, as neither the arbitrary 5% significance level of hypothesis tests nor the backdrop aim of searching for correctness in the specification may be well adapted to the prediction purpose. For this reason, statistical in-sample evidence is presented only briefly. Rather, we tend to rely on comparisons over test samples, which are presented in Section 3.
Additional information may be obtained using a more advanced concept of parametric bootstrap validation that is enacted in Section 4. The technique appears rudimentarily in some of the forecasting literature but it was introduced as a tool explicitly by Jumah and Kunst (2008) and Kunst (2008) . Under the assumption of any of the four candidates as the datagenerating process (DGP), pseudo-samples are simulated, and again each model class is applied as a prediction model generator. The results yield information about the robustness of forecasting performance with regard to uncertain model assumptions.
Finally, we consider the recently developed model-averaging technique by Hansen (2007) . Here, relative weights on each of the candidate model classes are taken as indicators of the relative importance of the class with regard to prediction. This strategy is motivated by the fact that the original Hansen procedure is inspired by prediction concepts. However, it turns out that the resulting combined forecast construct rarely beats the pure model-based predictions evaluated before.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and briefly reviews some statistical in-sample evidence, although we do not rely too much on it in a forecasting project. Section 3 reports the basic prediction horse race among the four rival models. Section 4 deals with the slightly more sophisticated technique of parametric bootstrap validation. Section 5 considers combinations across the four basic rival models and reports fitted in-sample weights. Section 6 concludes.
Statistical evidence

The data
For our analysis, we need time series on inflation and on interest rates for different terms to maturity. With regard to inflation, the choice of the appropriate indicator is simple, as most economies have reliable series for longer time spans on consumer prices only. Given such a consumer price index P t , inflation is appropriately defined as π t = ∆ 4 p t , where the lower-case p denotes the logarithm of the original variable P . Throughout, we use ∆ for the first differences operator and ∆ 4 for annual quarter-to-quarter differences, i.e. ∆X t = X t − X t−1 and ∆ 4 X t = X t − X t−4 for any given variable X. The selection of appropriate variables is much harder for interest rates. Mainly for reasons of comparability across countries and data availability, we selected a short-term money-market rate i S and a longer-term bond rate i L .
In order to enhance the significance of our findings, we study all effects in parallel for four main economies: Germany (the Federal Republic before German unification), the United States, the United Kingdom, and Japan. Whereas economic theory defines the (approximate) real interest rate as the forward-looking interest i t minus the expected inflation instead of the backward-looking inflation π t , this definition of the real rate is inconvenient for data-driven prediction. Also the customary alternative ex-post real interest rate i t − π t+4 is inconvenient for prediction analysis. We note that the distinction between the 'correct' ex-post real rate and the 'incorrect' or naive real rate i t − π t is unimportant with regard to cointegration properties. Contingent on I(1) properties for inflation and interest, the ex-post real rate is I(0) and the variables therefore cointegrate if and only if the same holds for the naive rate.
According to this convention, we view the difference between an interest rate and inflation as the 'real rate', while the difference i L − i S is the 'term premium'. Figures 1 to 4 show important similarities across countries. For most of the time, i L lies above i S , which in turn typically exceeds inflation, such that both the real rate and the term premium tend to be positive. The figures also show that generally a high-volatility time period with remarkable peaks around 1980 is followed by a calmer period with lower values up to the present.
Apart from this visual evaluation, some more detailed statistical characteristics will be reported in the next subsections. As motivated in the introduction, we report on all of these in-sample statistics only summarily, as they may not be too relevant for the aim of prediction. 
Testing for unit roots
Note: Numbers indicate identified integration order according to DickeyFuller tests at the 5% significance level. Numbers in brackets indicate augmentation lag order selected by Schwarz criterion. Table 1 summarizes the results from customary statistical unit-root tests according to Dickey and Fuller (1979) . These tests reject a unit root for the UK short-term rate at the 10% level and at 5% for the German and U.S. short rates, but support it for the long rates as well as for the Japanese series. Control procedures using refined unit-root tests draw a similar picture.
Inflation data are predominantly found to be 'statistically I(1)' in the sense that Dickey-Fuller tests do not reject their null. For Germany, however, the statistic comes close to the 10% significance point, and for the U.S., it even rejects the unit root at 1%.
In summary, both interest rates and inflation are located at both sides of the statistical significance boundary of unit-root tests, confirming the visual impression as well as our theoretical concerns. Moreover, all results are sensitive to changes in the sample range.
Results on the differences i L −i S , the term premium, and i L −π and i S −π, the real rates, are also inconclusive. Tests for these series tend to reject the unit-root null more often than for the original variables but generally the values of the statistics again cluster around the significance points. Table 2 : Statistical evidence for cointegration.
Cointegration tests
Note: Numbers indicate the cointegrating rank identified by Johansen tests at 5% significance level. Numbers in brackets indicate VAR lag order selected by AIC. Table 2 summarizes the results of statistical VAR cointegration tests according to Johansen (1995) . We confine ourselves to commenting on some of the cases.
For Germany, a system consisting of the two interest rates has VAR order 3 according to an AIC lag-order search. There is convincing support for at least one cointegration vector and 5% support for another one, which would yield a fully stationary system, contradicting univariate evidence. The parallel U.S. system behaves similarly to the German one. One cointegration vector is significant at extreme levels, and the other one at an approximate 3% level. By contrast, the bivariate system for Japan supports one vector clearly, and the one for the United Kingdom does not support any cointegration at all.
The general impression is a confusing variety across countries: pure I(1) in the United Kingdom, theory-supported cointegration in Japan, and 'almost' stationary systems in Germany and the U.S. Taken literally, these results would support modelling in differences for Germany, error-correction modelling for Japan, and 'level' VARs for the other two cases.
For the short rate and inflation in Japan, no cointegration is supported and a pure I(1) structure is identified, even though formally the error-correction model is rejected against the alternative of a stationary model. In the parallel U.K. system with its extraordinary lag length, one cointegration vector is supported at extreme significance, another one at around 7%. For the U.S. (π, i S ) system, one cointegration vector is marginally significant at around 6%, another one is formally 'supported' at 2%.
Thus, test statistics tend to be close to the significance boundaries in the (π, i S ) systems, such that the hypotheses of no, one, and even two cointegrating vectors are not separated clearly. The impression is comparable for the (π, i L ) systems. Pure I(1) non-cointegrated structures are supported for Japan and also for the (π, i L ) system in the UK.
Generally, the statistical classification of variables varies considerably across countries and it is sensitive to changes in the sample range. The model with the best support in the literature, the error-correction model with one cointegrating vector, is found only in two out of 12 cases. Note, however, that even the protagonists of the cointegrating model for the term structure, Campbell and Shiller (1987) , reported empirical deviations from the error-correction concept. Our Table 2 should not be interpreted as evidence for discarding that concept.
In summary, standard statistical in-sample analysis does not help the forecaster with regard to clearly supporting or discarding time-series models for the aim of prediction.
Simple forecasting experiments
For all four countries, we construct predictions as follows. Time-series models are fitted to the observations at time points t for t ≤ n − m if n is the last available observation of the series. Then, the data point at t = n − m + 1 is predicted by its conditional expectation, given the specified model in usage. This exercise is repeated for m = 1, . . . , 40, such that single-step out-of-sample predictions are calculated for the last ten years in the sample. Generally, for all considered time-series models lag orders are determined by an AIC search up to p = 12, individually for each time range.
Let (y t ) denote the bivariate process that consists alternatively of two interest rates or of an interest rate and the rate of inflation. Prediction models under consideration are:
1. the VAR in 'levels' y t = µ + p j=1 Φ j y t−j + ε t . If fitted to data, this model tends to yield 'stable' coefficient estimates such that det(I − p j=1 Φ j z j ) has zeros for |z| > 1 only. Then, there are no 'unit roots' and (y t ) is an asymptotically stationary process.
2. the VAR in differences (dVAR) ∆y t = µ + p j=1 Φ j ∆y t−j + ε t . This model imposes 2 unit roots in bivariate systems and excludes the possibility of cointegration. If det(I − p j=1 Φ j z j ) has zeros for |z| > 1 only, (y t ) is a first-order integrated process with two unit roots in the lag polynomial.
the error-correction VAR (EC-VAR) ∆y
′ . Under some additional regularity conditions, this model has one unit root and yields a first-order integrated (y t ).
the threshold cointegration model (th-VAR)
The threshold model is the most sophisticated structure and deserves some comments. Note that it is of crucial importance that the second errorcorrection variable β ′ 2 y and the transition variable coincide. This ensures that the variable y t is stochastically bounded on a compact set and geometrically stable on its complement-provided the linear VAR obtained after replacing I (|β ′ 2 y t−1 − η| > c) by 1 is stable. These assumptions suffice to prove the geometric ergodicity and stability of the variable (y t ), a feature that was observed by Tong (1990) . The model is different from most threshold cointegration models that can be found in the econometric literature (see, e.g., de Gooijer and Vidiella-i-Anguera, 2004), due to its switching integration order across regimes. It is comparable to the class studied by Rahbek and Shephard (2002) and it produces, in line with these authors, 'epochs of seeming non-stationarity ... before they collapse back toward their long-term relationship'. This implies that most econometric methods suggested in the literature are not well suited for this model class. In particular, multi-stage model building procedures that start by testing for linear cointegration may not be adequate.
At this stage, it does not make sense to be more specific on the properties of the error process (ε t ). A maximal assumption is that it is Gaussian white noise, which will be adopted for the simulation experiments. A minimum assumption would be a martingale-difference sequence with constant and finite variance. For a recent general treatment of stability conditions of nonlinear dynamic models, which comprises the th-VAR model as a special case, see Liebscher (2005) .
The candidate models VAR, dVAR, EC-VAR, and th-VAR constitute a partially nested set. The dVAR restricts the EC-VAR by excluding the errorcorrection term, while the EC-VAR restricts the VAR by imposing a rank restriction on the 'impact matrix'. Formally, the th-VAR model encompasses the EC-VAR structure but our specific search for the thresholds does not admit the restricted linear model. Similarly, the lag order is determined for each of the individual models separately, such that the utilized model sets conditional on lag orders are typically not nested. Thus, for example the dVAR specification used as a prediction model may have a higher parameter dimension than the VAR candidate.
Prediction using the models VAR, dVAR, and EC-VAR is straight forward. The parameters are estimated by least squares, and the mean prediction is obtained by evaluating conditional expectation. Again, the th-VAR model deserves some comments. Given c and η, all parameters can be efficiently estimated by least squares. To estimate c and η, we use a crude grid and optimize in-sample performance over the quantiles of β The th-VAR model is nonlinear, and substituting parameter estimates to its right-hand side does not yield the approximate conditional expectation. For this reason, we draw 100 trajectories based on Gaussian errors with estimated σ and average them to obtain our mean forecast.
We base the evaluation of predictive accuracy on univariate measures, such as the mean squared error (MSE) for single variables, exclusively. All MSE evaluations were accompanied by unreported evaluations using different loss criteria, such as the mean absolute error (MAE). The ranking of models proved to be robust with regard to changes in the loss criterion. Bivariate criteria were not considered, in line with the assumed forecaster's objective.
Two interest rates
Generally, lag orders coincide with those reported in Table 2 . Table 3 shows that the performance of the dVAR is better than that of the levels VAR for all long rates. Note that this outcome is in line with the statistical evidence for the United Kingdom only.
If the data is handled as cointegrated with the pre-determined cointegrating vector i L −i S , forecasting performance is competitive with the dVAR and VAR models excepting Japanese i S . Note that statistical methods find at least one cointegrating vector for all cases except for the U.K. However, the EC-VAR forecast performs pretty well just for the U.K., where it optimizes the i L prediction. Note: one asterisk denotes the best specification among the specific bivariate models, two asterisks denote the best specification for the variable. The last model whose forecasting performance we explore is the threshold cointegration model with a stabilizing second cointegrating vector that is activated at high and low values of the long interest rate. A reliable statistical comparison of this model with the other rival models, particularly the cointegrating model, is difficult, as for low j the stabilizer is not activated often. Intuitively, a low j will be found if the model class is not supported by the data. We find an average j around 2 for the United Kingdom and even above 3 for Germany, while Japan and the U.S. yield average j only slightly above one. The interpretation of this finding may be that the th-VAR has less support for the latter two countries.
In summary, the threshold model is beaten in 6 out of 8 cases by the standard cointegration model, which in turn is dominated in 4 out of 8 cases by the dVAR. The short U.S. interest rate constitutes a remarkable success for the threshold concept. Curiously enough, this is one of the countries where the threshold model finds little support according to our j estimate.
At longer prediction horizons, all models lose ground to the linear errorcorrection model (see Table 4 ). The observation that error-correction mechanisms show their power with regard to forecasting at longer horizons only is well in line with the literature. For example, see the early contribution by Engle and Yoo (1987) but note that their study, like others, did not consider formally misspecified but often successful models, such as the dVAR.
Short rate and inflation
Excepting the case of Japan, prediction errors for short interest rates i S increase relative to the systems that consist of two interest rates. Inflation is informative for predicting i S but much less so than an interest rate at a different maturity. The VAR in differences and the EC-VAR deliver the best prediction in three out of eight cases each. Forecasts based on the level VAR tend to be less accurate, and the difference to the other models can be sizeable. The threshold model scores twice, for U.K. and for Japanese inflation. On the other hand, it implies sizeable forecast failure for i S in these two economies.
At longer prediction horizons (see Table 4 ), the preferred model tends to be the linear error-correction model. U.S. inflation is still handled optimally by the VAR in differences at horizon four, while structures that take the Fisher-effect condition into account are preferable for all remaining cases. The linear EC model dominates the nonlinear model at longer horizons, as it is not vulnerable to the subtleties of stochastic prediction based on some poorly estimated parameters. British inflation is the only occasion where the threshold model yields the optimum forecast at horizon 4.
Long rate and inflation
If the long rate is used together with inflation (see Table 3 ), inflation forecasts tend to be less accurate relative to the (π, i S ) model. This ranking, however, is reversed at longer prediction horizons. For one-step predictions, the optimum models are quite heterogeneous: in one case the dVAR yields the best forecast, twice the level VAR, and five times the linear EC model.
Performance at longer horizons (see Table 4 ) is qualitatively in line with the observations for the model with short rates and inflation. An interesting exception is U.K. inflation, which is best predicted by a level VAR.
Performance across all models
The summary impression is that the dVAR and EC-VAR models perform best with regard to single-step prediction accuracy. In some cases, the level VAR and th-VAR are close behind, and each of these two models even predicts three out of twelve series best. Conversely, the example of the U.K. short rate shows that they have a larger risk of substantial prediction failure, while the performance of the linear structures is more robust.
In a tentative interpretation, this result insinuates that the inertia of motion dominates in the short run over the influence of mean-reverting forces, such as the term structure and the natural real rate or Fisher effect. At larger prediction horizons, however, it pays to take the theory-based error correction into account. The third force, the stabilization of inflation, which would support the th-VAR idea, may take even longer horizons to become effective. At those long horizons, however, forecasts based on nonlinear structures may face sizeable problems due to the necessity of stochastic prediction and odd trajectories.
While we consider bivariate models exclusively within the limits of this project, we also evaluated the forecasting accuracy of univariate autoregressions and simple benchmarks, such as the last value plus a constant. These models are not only excluded from our competition, they also perform considerably worse. While adding another variable thus improves prediction, we are not sure whether trivariate systems will not be able to beat the MSE values of Table 3 . Tentative unreported experiments in that direction, however, do not support this possibility. It appears that our prescribed model dimension of two attains an optimum balance between information and parameter uncertainty.
Bootstrap validation
The significance of horse races may be limited due to the limited availability of data. One method may dominate another one by pure chance. The literature suggests that horse races be subjected to significance tests in the sense of Diebold and Mariano (1995) . Unfortunately, little information can be derived from the observation that one model forecasts better than another but only 'insignificantly' better. This evidence does not assist the forecaster whose obligation is to search for the best prediction method. If all methods yield similar performance, still one of these insignificantly different methods must be chosen in practice.
Further insight can be gained by bootstrap validation experiments that were introduced by Jumah and Kunst (2008) and Kunst (2008) . These experiments start by assuming any one of the rival models as the true and valid DGP. Under this assumption, the free parameters are estimated by an efficient procedure. This parameter value is used to generate pseudosamples of length comparable to the observed data. Finally, all rival models are utilized to forecast the pseudo-samples, in a horse race comparable to Section 3.
The method may yield the outcome that the assumed true model beats its rivals in prediction but it does not always do so. For example, data generated from a random walk can be subjected to AR(p) forecasts in levels and in differences. Even if the level AR(p) model generates pseudo-samples, the underlying parameter will be close to one, and difference models may beat the AR(p) level forecasts. Because the differenced model will also win its own horse race, the summary recommendation is to use the unit-root assumption for forecasting the original data. Tables 5 and 6 provide a crude summary of our bootstrap experiments. For brevity, we do not report the detailed evaluations for each of the 24 cases but we average across all series. There is considerable heterogeneity across these variables but we do not find any systematic peculiarities for cases, such as a dominance of dVAR forecasting for inflation or for Japan. Table 5 summarizes the mean absolute errors (MAE) for all experiments at prediction horizons 1 and 4. For example, the first line corresponds to the case that dVAR is assumed as the true model, a dVAR model is fitted to data and the estimated parametric structure is generated. All four models are now used as forecasting devices, and this yields the best prediction for the dVAR model in the sense of lowest MAE. Three out of four models win their own horse races, only the th-VAR model fails for one-step prediction. At horizon four, even the nonlinear th-VAR structure is best predicted by its own class. The ranking of the misspecified models varies, with a good summary impression of the linear EC-VAR model.
While other functional forms, such as the MSE, reproduce the MAE evidence qualitatively, Table 6 is based on counting the frequency of achieving the smallest forecast error. To many professional forecasters, this is an important objective as it describes the probability of being best among competitors who use different prediction models. The table shows a preference for the dVAR models, whatever the generating structure really is, and this preference persists even at the longer horizon of four. In particular the linear EC-VAR model has a low incidence of coming closest to truth. In technical terms, the distribution of forecast errors has a considerable mass around zero for the dVAR forecast, while the EC-VAR forecast errors have much larger dispersion. Note the discrepancy between the evidence from simulated data in Tables 5 and 6 and the evidence from actual samples in Tables 3 and 4 . The threshold model and the linear EC model are much better for the observed data than for the simulated pseudo-samples. The level VAR is considerably worse. The improved performance of the EC-VAR at four steps is typical for the EC-VAR generating model, on the other hand, and may lend support to the hypothesis that this specification comes closest to the actual data, at least with regard to a comparable performance at intermediate horizons.
We are aware that the EC-VAR is subject to the general criticism that it is unable to reproduce the boundedness of the considered variables, which however may only play a role for long-range modelling. The presumable reason for the discrepancy is that none of the four models is able to match certain features of the observed data that, in turn, can be crucial for good forecasts. All simulated models use Gaussian errors, while actual residuals tend to follow leptokurtic distributions. The influence of local irregularities, such as breaks and outliers, on prediction performance is known to be mitigated by differencing (see Clements and Hendry, 1999) . This effect tends to favor dVAR, EC-VAR, and th-VAR over the level VAR.
Another explanation of this discrepancy may be smooth changes in datagenerating mechanisms over time. We note that the sample-based prediction performance emphasizes the most recent years, where inflation has remained moderate and inflation targeting by monetary authorities has been successful. In this environment, error-correction models can show their strengths. By contrast, the pseudo-samples reflect average structures estimated over a longer historical episode, with occasional strong deviations from theoretical equilibrium conditions. For such trajectories, prediction based on error correction is likely to fail.
Model averaging
In this section we report the outcome of a model-averaging procedure that considers linear combinations of the four model classes that we used above. We are interested in these experiments for two reasons. Firstly, if linear combinations really defeated pure models, this would relieve some pressure from the hard model-selection stage. Formally, the best linear combination can never be worse than the best pure model but that optimum combination is unknown and it may be difficult to find from the historical sample. Second, however, large weights assigned to any of the four pure models may point to the best prediction model, even if the forecaster decides to exclude averaged structures in her ultimate choice.
Since Bates and Granger (1969) , the literature has considered various schemes for determining weights in model averaging. Forecasters often rely on a further partitioning of the sample into an estimation time range and a successive training or evaluation part, which permits adapting the combination to prediction performance. Others utilize Bayesian model averaging procedures. Here, we focus on a method that directly determines the weights from the sample on the basis of information criteria. For recent works on this subject, see Hjorth and Claeskens (2003), for example.
We adopt a recently suggested procedure that is by construction tuned well to the forecasting task. To obtain the weights, Hansen (2007) suggested the minimization of a Mallows-type criterion (see Mallows, 1973) 
where Y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) ′ is the time-series variable of concern, X comprises the explanatory variables in an n × K-matrix, say, andΘ is the weighted average with weights w m on model m = 1, . . . , M of least-squares estimates of the coefficient Θ under model m. Generally W = (w 1 , . . . , w m ) ′ gives the relative weights on each model.σ 2 is an estimate of the errors variance to be kept fixed across all compared models. Finally, k(W ) = Table 7 gives the average percentage weights allotted to each of the four models across 40 samples t = 1, . . . , n − k, with k = 1, . . . , 40, i.e. for those samples that were used in the prediction experiments above. From inspecting the sample cases separately, it appears that the method prefers border solutions, with two or even three of the models being assigned zero weights. This is due to the fact that the minimization procedure wishes to allot negative weights to some models, which however is excluded by assumption.
The general impression is one of a preference for the two simplest models, the dVAR and the VAR model. There is no recognizable pattern in the relative weights for either of these two models. Positive weights for the linear and nonlinear error-correction structures are rare and isolated.
It pays to contrast this in-sample evidence with the prediction horse race of Section 3. The MSE implied by using the 'optimal' weights according to the Mallows-criterion optimization are given in Table 8 . These values are smaller than the minima of the pure-model forecasts in five out of 24 cases only, and typically they are considerably worse. We note two extreme cases as examples. Table 7 shows that the dVAR gets an average weight of 0 for the U.K. short rate in the (π, i S ) system, while VAR gets a weight of one. By contrast, a comparison with Table 3 shows that the implied Mallows-weight forecast, which necessarily coincides with the pure VAR forecast, is ranked third among the pure-model candidates. Only the th-VAR model achieves a worse prediction performance for i S . On the other hand, the dVAR is given a weight of 1.00 for the Japanese short rate in the (i L , i S ) system, and the dVAR indeed delivers the optimum pure-model prediction. Note that these two cases could be classified as occurrences of 'forecast encompassing' in accordance with some of the literature (see Harvey and Newbold, 2005) .
Thus, the weights may optimize some in-sample fit but they fail to optimize out-of-sample prediction systematically.
In an unreported control experiment, we repeated the analysis of Table  7 for a design with rolling prediction windows. Instead of using the data points t = 1, . . . , n − k to predict the observations at n − k + 1, we used a data window of fixed size. This design takes care of the argument that structures may change slowly, such that this rolling forecast may outperform the increasing-sample forecast, as it forgets outdated information. It turns out that, firstly, the results do not change too much with respect to model weights. The simple models dVAR and VAR obtain the largest weights, and instances of substantial contributions by EC-VAR and the-VAR are rare. Furthermore, there are no consistent gains in prediction accuracy. This indicates that our reported findings are not sensitive to the type of slow structural change that may be present in the data.
Other control experiments concern the choice of weights on the models. Uniform weighting that allots 1/m to each of m rival models is quite popular and has some theoretical support (see Timmermann, 2006) . The last Note: asterisks denote smallest MSE among the three strategies.
column of Table 8 displays the resulting MSE values. In 13 out of 24 cases, the resulting MSE is lower than the one implied by the sophisticated Mallows method. Simple uniform model averaging is as good as the data-driven optimization. In 9 out of 24 cases, uniform averaging even comes out best as compared with the pure model and with Mallows averaging. Just like statistical in-sample hypothesis tests, the model averaging analysis is unable to provide a clear and reliable guideline on the best model in the sense of prediction performance. The noteworthy merits of complex models, such as the threshold model, for prediction remain undetected by in-sample statistics. This may be partly due to the traditional measurement of model complexity by the parameter dimension. Alternative concepts for measuring complexity in model selection were developed, for example, by Rissanen (2007) . Those ideas have not yet been adapted to the task of model averaging, however.
In order to obtain further insight on the role of the penalty function of the Mallows criterion, we re-ran the averaging search without any penalty. While this version may appear to allot a weight of one to the most profligate structure, this is not necessarily so because of the AIC lag-order determination. In fact, the non-penalized variant allots slightly larger weights to the VAR and th-VAR models, indeed the most heavily parameterized candidates. Conversely, imposing a stronger penalty on parameter dimension tends to support the dVAR model but it also wipes the th-VAR model off the map.
Our experiments suggest that in-sample information criteria may be an insufficient device to mimic out-of-sample predictive accuracy. Indeed, unreported experiments with determining the weights over a training range on the basis of local MSE performance yield weights corresponding to Table 3 and MSE gains relative to Table 8 . Because these experiments do not yield further information concerning or main objective, we do not give details here.
Summary and conclusion
In a nutshell, our general impression is that the simple dVAR model without any theory-guided constraints dominates at very short prediction horizons. This good performance is unrelated to whether the pure dVAR model is supported by statistical tests or not. At longer horizons, error-correction modelling on the basis of reversion to a natural real rate according to the Fisher effect and to an equilibrium yield spread deserves consideration, while the simple dVAR still yields good and robust performance. By contrast, the visually impressive feature of the boundedness of all variables under consid-eration does not assist in improving prediction. A simple VAR that tends to view all variables as stationary fails for most series, and a sophisticated threshold VAR is unable to convince, showing some advantages at short horizons for some cases but failing for other examples and at longer horizons, when the nonlinearity of the model requires averaging over stochastic predictions.
The threshold modification of the linear model that allows variables to behave differently in the distributional tails apparently generates plausible longer-run trajectories, as it is globally stable and avoids the notorious feature of integrated variables that their support is unbounded. The model performs well in some cases for single-step prediction but this dominance remains episodic. The bootstrap validation indicates that it may be risky to rely on the model as a forecasting device. Ultimately, our model-averaging experiment responds to a recurrent argument that combinations of models may outperform pure predictions (Bates and Granger, 1969) . However, it is difficult to find optimal weights for this aim. We rely on a procedure that has been advocated for classical specification searches in regression models. The implied combined forecast rarely dominates the best pure predictions. Simple and non-informative uniform weighting achieves a comparable performance.
